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About This Game

Tok is a game where you will have to solve a puzzle by connecting all dots with lines.

In TOK you will find:

A lot of interesting levels;
Colourful design;
Pleasant music;

User-friendly interface!
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Title: TOK
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Crew Lab
Publisher:
Crew Lab
Franchise:
TOK
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Celeron 1800 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 15 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Great addition to the base game, hope the randomness of the Endless Tower will also reach the basic dungeons for an even
better experience.
I don't know why my time in game says 0 hour but i've been in the Endless Tower itself for at least three hours so...Just get it
already!. Vomit Simulator
Its good when you're in control and flying, but this is the first game that made me motion sick. I don't get sick that easily, but
the controls on this game I could not figure out... which led to my helmet-dude wildly rocketing all around the tutorial rooms..
PRO TIP: The crosshair of the mouse is where you are attacking. If it's not on the enemy when you attack, you will miss!

It's a very simplistic game but it's fun. I look forward to spending some time with it.

I hope there is a Verlies 3.. After the main story line, made it my goal to complete the achievements. Would recommend to
disable the "invasions" before playing as they take up a lot of time and aren't that fun after the first couple. Additionally, you
don't have once "city " to control, there are multiple areas and the load times between areas can become quite annoying once you
get pretty far in the game; I'm sure you can modify the visual settings to help but I was to lazy to do that, xD. Overall a good
game.. Sadly the retro feeling could not comfort me over major issues this game has. The level design is awful, don't get me
wrong, it's not graphics or anything, but you feel that by level 2 the devs just sprinkled the maps with pickups, it feels bored and
rash. The super jump ability is useless, if you use it, it will hurt you. Firing weapons while jumping will fling you uncontrolably
through the sky. Every gun is autoaiming. Ammo pool is minimal. It just is not a really good fps at all...
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it's fun, has a great idea, but the mouse curser is a lot bigger than it normally it is wich makes it harder, but not by that much

9\/10 would point agian. Great game. Does a really good job of setting a scary, yet still very interesting atmosphere. The
monsters are pretty easy to avoid once you learn their patterns and what makes them agro, which is pretty good because a lot of
lore can be found by exploring around.. Couldn't bring myself to play any longer than 30 minutes. Well, a bit longer than that. I
stopped partway through writing this review and tried another level. Nope. I bought this on sale of $9.99 and wish I hadn't. Glad
I didn't pay the normal $24+

Likes
- Price
- FPS

Dislikes
- Worst voiceover's I think I've ever heard in a game. If you are going to add voice to the game it has to be good. Imagine if
Erica had voiced GlaDOS (Portal)...
- When Erica was speaking in between levels II nearly broke my Esc key trying to get her to stop. Nope. Being forced to listen
to the horrible dialouge that didn't seem to add any meaningful content to the game really turned me off. Bored, tired, "I don't
want to be here" inflection. I would have rather just read the text, which was different than what she was stumbling through
anyway. Lena wasn't any better either.
- Change the physics on the cabin curtains. (airplane level) I should have been able to breeze right through them like they
weren't even there. Instead, I felt like I was trying to surface in a pool with a heavy wet carpet blocking my path.
- I didn't care for the game mechanics\/graphics. I've played much older games that had a better feel than this.

Sadly this game really didn't do a thing for me. I'd much rather play any of the old Quake series vs this.. Pay 2 Win, get very
temporary broken cards
Gameplay is very RNG based in PvP,
Some PvP Bugs where it autoplays even if you disabled it

*edit*
This game has no balance unless you got balance to spend
Or you could save your money for drugs. This is garbage. This game is hilarious and fun. The level design is fantastic; each uses
an exciting new mechanic in an interesting way. Worth a purchase!. This is a beautiful game. The graphics are nice and the
gameplay is very enjoyable. You guide your people from humble beginnings of a homeless people to the ancient Egyptian
civilization. The game is made up of 300 turns during which you are tested with different challenges, which will reveal if you
have made correct decisions for the prosperity and safety of your people. Manage your resources wisely, cultivate the land, build
temples and monuments, favor the gods, keep an army and discover the fortunes and dangers near the Nile delta. This game
does not display a lot of action or scenes of combat; it rather captivates the player with its setting, historical depth and beautiful
art. Leading the Egyptians from their tiny domain through six dynasties of kings is fun.. its fun to play when you do not have
anything else to do

Alpha 0.5.1.1 – 0.5.1.2 Hotfix Log:
Added:
1.Added tinder as remains of green coconuts when they got destroyed
2.Added icons for water collector, now it can be seen in the item information box
3.Added new model for fiber ropes and new material for different species
4.Made some minor optimizations to ocean rendering

Changed:
1.Updated wood door frames and window frames to the dense version
2.Adjusted the set fire algorithm to make the progress more realistic and easier
3.Changed the description of tinder requirements to “Drop” rather than “Place” in case of ambiguity
4.Changed the animation of sitting down while crouching, and fixed the camera shaking issue caused by this action
5.Now wall detection can use long pillar’s middle points to generate walls
6.Improved wall detection algorithm to be able to build walls on more shapes
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7.Improved jump action to reduce the chances of character stuck
8.Updated debug tips to use key icons to represent keys

Fixed:
1.Fixed: campfire has no light source and the fuel burns rapidly
2.Fixed: water collector does not change collecting speed when game time is accelerated
3.Fixed: rare chances that animations get stuck after picking or dropping items
4.Fixed: character occasionally unable to jump
5.Fixed: looking at an interaction icon while the character is executing a combo can allow him to attack continuously
6.Fixed strange physics behavior when placing coconut shells on triangular dirt base
7.Fixed the continuous movement in time control interface
8.Fixed: if the character dies while setting fire, the tinder can get stuck on his body
9.Fixed: rare chances that the set fire UI does not close after finishing the action and the character can be dragged to the drill
stick permanently until reloading the game
10.Fixed: the oxygen meter on set fire UI cannot get to negative values
11.Fixed: the character is unable to rotate to left when interacting with an item to his left
12.Fixed the description of wood stub about making a drill board from it
13.Fixed: the character cannot move when focused on an interact icon or in building mode while flying
14.Fixed: the character won’t set fire while having severe symptoms
15.Fixed: the combustible item cannot recognize shelters when setting fire. Update february 2018, v0.0.1:
Hello together,

These past few weeks in the end of february have been so hard. Not with Summer Islands but rather with the work next to
Summer Islands. Espcecially with the end of the Masterthesis. But now it's over and we can focus on new features for Summer
Islands!!!

In the last weeks we focused a lot on improving the AI. Summer Islands isn't only focusing on your economy and the weather
conditions. The AI must challenge you and you should consider carefully to build something next to the AI or when you attack
the reputation of them. We wanna build a realistic AI.
So in the first steps the AI will analyse a small part of the map and will create a little base, like you would do. For these few
functions there is already a lot going on on the AI. To be a realistic AI, first they must build a few buildings, rethink the area
and so on.

On the client side we implemented a zoom function. With you mousewheel you can zoom in and zoom out to the point where
you coursor is. Now you have the possibility to watch all the small movements, for example from the cyclist.

Here a preview:
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In the next weeks we try to implement some new features for the nature. It will probably change the complete look of the
nature.

Update Log. Sniper Elite hits 10 Million Sales on its 10th birthday!:
On Sniper Elite's 10th birthday, Rebellion Co-founder Jason Kingsley has a special message for fans to thank them for
supporting independent UK games development and helping the Sniper Elite series hit a huge milestone - 10 MILLION SALES!
Thank you for supporting Sniper Elite so much!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Danqg8o9_sg
Got a burning question you’ve always wanted to ask about Sniper Elite or game development? Let us know before Wednesday
30 September and we’ll do our best to answer it in the livestream.

Want to get your hands on some cool Sniper Elite prizes? Join us for the stream tonight for your chance to win.

Livestream starts at 6pm (UK)/1pm (ET)/7pm (CEST) on the Rebellion Twitch channel: http://www.twitch.tv/rebellion_official
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. The game has returned to the Steam store!:
Friends! We are happy to announce that the game has returned to the Steam store. With a new publisher and a team of
developers. At the moment, we asked the store administration to disable the game purchase button until the server is
reconfigured for the US and Japan, as the ping for these countries was higher than expected, and the current network
optimization of the game does not allow playing normally with such a ping. Possibility to buy the game plan to include within
2-3 weeks. Thank you for your attention to our game.. Bright Memory Update 2/23~24(Support Controller):
Hello, everyone!
I brought the latest version,optimized more than 30 questions,and support the controller,And the Skin twin tail that players
expect.

Update 24
Optimized: smoothness of cursor movement on XBOX controller
Fix: XBOX controller main menu cursor cannot be move
Fix: After exiting the pause menu, the XBOX controller image remains on the player's screen
Fix: Abilities that are already equipped become unequipped upon death
Fix: Using a tractor will fly out of the wall

New:Support for XBOX controller.
New:Shelia Skin twin tail(Free).
New:Increase the enemy Intensity in second and third play-through.

Optimize Weapon:

1.Increase the bullet damage of all firearms.

2.Add Feedback sound effects when shooting the enemies.

3.Remake the reload animation of all weapon.

4.Optimized the UI and sight material of submachine gun.
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5.Increase the scattering of submachine gun when not using the sight .

Experience Optimization:

1.Optimized gameplay experiences.(e.g some tractor areas are lack of tips,wooden board collapses and causes the player to
jump again)

2.Optimized the HP balance of all enemies.

3.Optimized the collision of dragon head in the combat area of Xingtian to resolve problem that player may get stuck.

4.Player can have more time to react before the floor collapsed than ealier versions.

5.Optimized the positions of some collection items.

6.Optimized the animation of Shelia's head turning.

7.Add recruit guidance of weapon switching.

8.Unlocked skins will not be removed by starting a new game.

9.Optimized the mainmenu to reduce graphics card usage.

Bug Repaired :

1.player body collision may inflate after using tractor.Repaired Bug:action surge does not effect enemies in furthur range.

2.light force does not do any damage to all enemies.

3.Heart beating sound is not played when player is in low health state.

4.Snakes can not be recognized by tractor.

5.Repaired Bug:Player may get stuck into the 3DModle of God-Xingtian.

6.The clothe and right shoulder overlapped in the main menu animation of academy styled Shelia.

7.Resolved the problem that player may get bounced up when sliding.

8.Resolved the problem that shooting the air may cause blood scattering effect.

9.Resolved the problem that clicking on back to memory in pause menu and enter the menu again may cause slow motion.

10Corrected the name of bronze ding to Ritual wine vessel.

11.Resolved the problem of some bats may stay still.

Ohter:
Add the mark of FYQD-Studio into LOGO Interface.
Replace the newest trailer into mainmenu interface.

Have a good time！ . Thescelosaurus Dev Stream:
Short ATP dev stream. Working on Thescelosaurus. https://www.twitch.tv/leviadraconia/. Hotfix to 18.03.24:
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We just pushed a hotfix for 18.03.24 that fixes a few things we broke yesterday.

Fixed bug that caused dwarfs not to build any zones.

Fixed bug that prevented cursor light from being disabled.

Made draw distance on terrain use a 2D rather than 3D distance check.

. Update Notes 1.34:
I have just released the latest update, and some issues have been fixed:

- Fix crash fix at startup in Windows 10.
- Revised the collisions of some elements.
- Improvement in ambient sound (in the caves)
- Bats follow in a more random way.
- Other small fixes.
- Added more boxes.

Sorry for the delay in launching this update!
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